
JOB TITLE LEARNING & DEVELOPMENT MANAGER
TERM Permanent position (6-month probation)

HOURS 37.5 hours, 5 days per week (with flexible working available)

SALARY £45,000 (pro rata)

START DATE January 2022 (or sooner if possible)

LOCATION We are currently reviewing our flexible working policy. We anticipate
that some office attendance in central London will be required as
well as home working and regular travel across South England.

APPLICATION
DEADLINE

2 pm, Monday 11 October 2021

INTERVIEW 18 October 2021 (online)

ABOUT YOU
Public Practice's mission is to build the public sector's capacity to improve the quality
and equality of everyday places, for now, and for the future. As our Learning &
Development (L&D) Manager, you will be passionate about supporting interdisciplinary
placeshaping skills to flourish in public sector careers through innovative learning
programmes and the creation of a peer support network. You will play an essential role
in a small team of eight, collaborating with colleagues to meet key goals and taking
initiative to refine our processes as we grow.

We are open to applicants with a wide range of skills and backgrounds, but for this role,
we will be looking for the following: 

1. Ability to design and develop learning programmes that support different learning
styles and access needs.

2. Excellent at delivering training and facilitation of groups, with strong verbal
communications skills.

3. Confident people manager with ability to coordinate others to ensure quality
learning experience is maintained at scale.

4. Knowledge and understanding of Action Learning/Learning by Doing and how this
relates to interdisciplinary learning.

5. Extremely organised with a high-level of attention to detail.
6. Enthusiasm for developing programmes that support public sector officers to make

change from within the system.
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YOUR ROLE AS OUR L&D MANAGER
As our L&D Manager, your role will focus on the planning and designing of the learning
and development part of our placement programme. You will be responsible for
designing and delivering an inclusive and accessible blended learning experience for
built environment practitioners (our Associates), based on our philosophy of learning
through doing. Responsible for leading one cohort a year yourself, you will also
coordinate a part-time Learning Facilitator and other team members ensuring quality or
experience and effective learning outcomes are reached to make effective public sector
changemakers.

The core responsibilities of this role will be to:

OBJECTIVE RESPONSIBILITY DAY-TO-DAY DELIVERY

DIRECT &
DELIVER OUR
ASSOCIATE
COURSE

(40%)

You will be responsible for directing,
planning and delivering our Associate
course for built environment
practitioners taking part in our
placement programme, most of whom
will be working in the public sector for
the first time. Directly managing our
part-time Learning Facilitator, you will
coordinate the team ensuring the quality
of experience is consistent across all
cohorts, as well as delivering the course
yourself to one cohort a year.

In practice, this involves mapping
out calendars, schedules and
learning journeys on google
sheets and docs. Using our
programme management tool
Asana to coordinate colleagues,
sharing links to template slides
and materials. As well as hosting
online and in-person days for your
own cohort with lots of emailing
and facilitation prep postings on
slack.

COORDINATE
ACCESSIBLE
LEARNING
CONTENT FOR
PUBLIC SECTOR
PLACESHAPERS

(30%)

You will develop and coordinate learning
content and materials ensuring they
remain rel. Working with other team
members, as well as a curriculum
steering group, you will constantly
review and commission content to
ensure our course remains relevant to
the knowledge and skills needed for
public sector placeshaping officers to
make lasting positive change from
within the system.

Day to day this will include
emailing and arranging meetings
with a steering group;  liaising
with team members to produce
and collate session material;
maintaining our online learning
platform, making sure it is
up-to-date and; using our CRM to
track our network of experts and
course guest speakers.

DESIGN &
DEVELOP OUR
INCLUSIVE
LEARNING
FRAMEWORK

(20%)

You will design, develop and plan our
learning framework based on our
pedagogical philosophy of learning
through practice and peers. Whilst
utilising the interdisciplinarity community
of the cohort network, you will ensure
the course provides the support
Associates need when transitioning into
careers in the public sector through a
blended approach of both online and
in-person delivery methods.

This will involve writing strategy
papers, hosting internal
workshops and drafting many
templates, workshop plans, tools
and internal guides. You will use
polling sites to constantly gather
feedback and tracking of learning
outcomes and experience, as well
as gather end of year practice
reflection submissions to support
constant revisions of the course.
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Alongside these specific individual objectives, as a relatively flat organisation, all team
members also take shared responsibility for the following, which is estimated to make up
around 10% of the role:

— PRODUCING COMPANY CONTENT: Each member of our team contributes to
providing content for our newsletter, website and external communications as well
as the drafting of editorial pieces for industry press or slide decks for upcoming
events.

— SUPPORTING BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT & ORGANISATIONAL STRATEGY:
Alongside developing and reporting to our Board every quarter, all team members
help support the wider organisational strategy and new business development.

— YOUR OWN ADMINISTRATION: As a small and relatively flat structured team, we
each take on the administration and database management linked to our key
areas of work ensuring we continue to work in the most efficient ways.

— DEVELOPING INDUSTRY KNOWLEDGE & THOUGHT-LEADERSHIP: Each
team member leads on an area of relevant industry or operational interest, that is
maintained and developed within the organisation and shared externally.

YOUR FIRST SIX MONTHS IN THE ROLE
Within the first six months as our L&D Manager, you will have:

— Attended a number of course days and introduced to our current two cohorts.
— Worked with our new Learning Facilitator and Professional Practice Manager,

helped direct the active courses being run (our Spring and Autumn 2021 cohorts).
— Developed the Associate course with the support of the CEO and COO, resulting in

a paper being presented at our March Board meeting.
— Helped set-up a steering group of external experts to regularly review the

curriculum content and learning objectives.
— Participated and supported our April cohorts onboarding, including inputting into

Handbooks and induction days.
— Taken on the delivery of our Associate course for our cohort starting in April 2022.
— Reviewed and developed accessible learning tools and materials for course

delivery (we currently use Google Sites) ready for scaling our course nationally.
— Worked with our Communications Officer to edit existing learning content and

highlight areas requiring further investment and commissions.
— Attended several professional training days and developed your personal

development plan.
— Written a blog describing our learning philosophy in more detail.
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FUTURE ROLE PROGRESSION
In the coming 18-months, we plan to have grown our Associate programme at a national
level and, beyond that, look to develop other forms of placement programmes. For the
L&D Manager we see there being the opportunity for their role to evolve in a few key
areas:

— Managing and directing a growing number of Learning Facilitators working across
the country, training and developing them to deliver quality learning experiences.

— Developing new courses and learning programmes, all based on growing public
sector placeshaping and changemaking skills.

— Becoming an industry-leader in designing and delivering accessible courses
based on the philosophy that we learn through doing.

DIVERSITY, INCLUSION & ACCESS
Public Practice values the diversity of perspectives that people from different
backgrounds bring to our work. We positively encourage applications from eligible
candidates regardless of age, disability, gender identification, ethnicity, marital status,
pregnancy and maternity, race, religion or belief or sexual orientation. To support this, we
don’t accept CVs or Cover Letters and will be assessing all applicants anonymously by
three team members, using a clear set of criteria for scoring.

If you feel that you have something to offer but are not sure whether you fulfil other
aspects of the job description or would like to discuss any access adjustments that we
can provide, either during the hiring process or once in the role, we would strongly
encourage you to contact us at work@publicpractice.org.uk or book in a call here.

WORKING AT PUBLIC PRACTICE
Public Practice is a value-driven organisation committed to creating a working culture
that reflects our values. We believe strongly in delivering the mission and vision of the
organisation through our individual roles and collective team efforts.

We are in the process of reviewing our flexible working policy and encourage
applications from across South East England; however, our primary location is currently
in central London. We are also currently reviewing our employee benefits, performance
and bonus procedure. Currently, we provide the following:

— 30 days holiday per annum (FTE) exclusive of bank holidays
— 4% employer’s pension contribution
— £200 annual training budget and £80 personal wellbeing budget
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HOW TO APPLY

1. Please download and complete the Application Form and Candidate Form that
can be found on our website.

2. Once complete, click here where you will be taken to our microsite to upload both

Please note we do not accept applications outside of this system and will not be
accepting CVs or Cover letters. Only applicants who have the right to work in the UK at
the time of application will be considered for this role.

The deadline for applications is 14:00, 11 October 2021.

HIRING PROCESS

— All application forms submitted by 11 October will be anonymously reviewed by
members of the Public Practice team using a set of scoring criteria.

— All candidates will be contacted by 15 October on the status of their application.
— The highest-scoring candidates will be asked to attend an interview on 18 October

via Zoom and be given an interview pack with further information about the team,
the role and the interview format and details.

— Shortlisted candidates will also be asked to submit some further material (ID and
reference release forms) and may also be asked to prepare additional responses,
material, or conduct a psychometric test prior to the interview that will not take
more than one hour to prepare for.

— We hope to arrange an in-person meeting with the team for the final candidate(s)
being considered for the role at the end of October.

— We hope to make a job offer to a candidate by 30 October 2021.

FURTHER LINKS
W: www.publicpractice.org.uk
E: work@publicpractice.org.uk
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